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Executive Summary


Intercity bus service providers added more than 100 new daily services across the United States
in 2014, resulting in a 2.1% increase in daily scheduled operations. While bus service grew,
Amtrak train-miles held constant, and the number of airline flights diminished by 3.5%.



A flurry of initiatives to introduce new amenities catering to business travelers and luxuryoriented pleasure travelers are broadening the sector’s appeal. New premium services on Red
Coach, Royal Sprinter, and Vonlane point to an accelerating trend to make these features focal
points of investment.



Megabus introduced reserved seating, added extensive new service in Florida, and continues to
move aggressively towards building a national network of interconnected hubs that cater to both
short- and longer-distance trips.



Carriers are increasingly “selling flexibility” to allow passengers to change their departure times
at only a modest expense—in sharp contrast to the restrictive (and costly) airline policies.



Bus travel-booking websites, most notably Wanderu and Busbud, are encouraging reluctant bus
travelers to try this mode of transportation. These websites offer a convenient means of
comparison-shopping, much as Expedia, Orbitz, and Travelocity do for air travel.
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Introduction
Intercity bus service providers are attracting an ever-widening range of passengers through the
introduction of sought-after amenities and services. With power outlets and free Wi-Fi now standard on
most routes, attention is turning to reserved seating, online tools that give travelers maximum
flexibility—including features allowing changes to reservations—and apps that allow travelers to
comparison shop and stay informed about the status of their bus. On a growing number of routes, firstclass services featuring entertainment systems, onboard refreshments, and even passenger attendants
are now available. As a result, bus travel is gaining loyalty among passengers who place a premium on
comfort and convenience. Increasingly, business travelers who have tended to shy away from bus
service in the past are now jumping onboard.
In the midst of another wave of expansion, the intercity bus retains its status as America’s fastestgrowing intercity travel mode. This Chaddick Institute report, the seventh in an annual series,
summarizes changes to the sector during the 2014 calendar year:




Part A reviews the expansion of the intercity network during the 2014 calendar year.
Part B focuses on notable amenities and new luxury offerings.
Part C summarizes new routes added to the network.

A. Industry Growth in 2014
America’s intercity bus network expanded at a steady pace in 2014. Both conventional bus lines (such
as Greyhound, Peter Pan, and Trailways), as well as city-to-city express operators (such as BestBus,
BoltBus and Megabus.com (Megabus), expanded the scale of their operations.
The details of this expansion can be found in our Intercity Bus Database. This resource, maintained by
the Chaddick Institute for Metropolitan Development at DePaul University, encompasses all known
scheduled bus lines (presently 108 operators) that meet a fairly broad set of criteria. These carriers are
divided into conventional carriers (a category that includes all of Greyhound, Trailways, and Peter Pan)
and city-to-city express (a category consisting of express-oriented carriers operating from downtown
districts—operators sometimes referred to as Corporate Curbside Carriers).1 As in previous years, the
dataset does not include airport-shuttle operators, “Chinatown” bus operators, and public transitoriented service. For further details and a list of carriers, please refer to the report’s Data Supplement,
available by emailing chaddick@depaul.edu.
The following conclusions about the 2014 calendar year warrant particular attention:
1): The expansion of city-to-city express carriers and conventional bus lines added 80 new daily
services across the United States, resulting in a 2.1% increase in daily scheduled operations. City-tocity bus express carriers have nearly doubled their service offerings since the start of the decade and
now account for about 1,066 daily operations.
America’s intercity bus system grew from 4,309 to 4,399 daily operations in 2014, representing a 2.1%
increase over the course of the year. (Daily operations, sometime called daily schedules, are akin to
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flights in air travel). The growth included targeted expansion by a wide range of carriers, and marks the
sector’s eighth straight year of expansion. Notably, after a year in which conventional bus lines kept
their services virtually flat, leaving the growth to city-to-city express operators (which grew by 4% in
2013), both sectors are again on an upward trajectory.
The number of operations by city-to-city express carriers has almost doubled since the start of the
decade, rising from approximately 589 in 2010 to 1,066 in 2014 (Figure 1). The number of daily trips was
up 3.9% in 2014 vs. 2013, with BoltBus and Megabus accounting for nearly 80% of these operations.
These figures do not include the significant number of extra sections regularly operated to meet
demand.2
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KEY INITIATIVES OF CARRIERS:
Greyhound mostly held firm in 2014, but with 1,080 daily buses (down 28 from 2013), it continues to
have nearly twice as many daily departures as any other carrier, even without the inclusion of other
operators owned by its parent company, FirstGroup (including Greyhound’s BoltBus and Yo! Bus
divisions) (Figure 2). Greyhound continued to expand its Greyhound Express network, which offers
faster schedules, Wi-Fi, and guaranteed seating, in the Southwest. Moreover, Greyhound continued to
make Wi-Fi and power outlets standard amenities throughout its entire system and adopted a
sophisticated yield management system for all its services. This carrier also continues to be more
aggressive in managing the number of reservations allowed for each bus departure. Although it still
does not explicitly guarantee a seat to everyone with a ticket (except on its Express offerings), the
operator is moving in this direction.
Greyhound’s competition intensified as its two largest U.S. competitors, Coach USA and Megabus (both
owned by Stagecoach, Inc.) recorded significant growth. Megabus grew from 594 to 616 daily
operations. Its expansion focused heavily on new routes to and from Florida as well as in New England.
Separately branded Coach USA services to/from points in New York State grew from 330 to 356.
BoltBus grew at only a modest rate, expanding its schedule from 200 to 204 daily departures. The
carrier has apparently chosen to let the market catch up to its robust expansion in 2013, which ushered
3

in new California and Nevada services. Among the largest eight carriers, only Martz Trailways did not
experience growth—its operations remained constant at 122.
Expansion by other carriers added to the density of service in the Northeast. As witnessed in the past
two years, Yo! Bus, a Greyhound subsidiary, is elbowing its way into crowded Northeastern markets (see
page 9). DC2NY, a prominent city-to-city express operator, rebranded BestBus, is now a major player on
the New York - Washington, D.C./Northern Virginia route. The year also saw Academy Bus buy GO
Buses (formerly World Wide Bus), a major player in the Boston - New York market, giving the parent
company a broad platform for expansion.
Section C, Notable New Intercity Bus Services in 2014, further details how carriers expanded routes and
improved quality of service to underserved regions.

Figure 2
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2) The number of schedule options available to bus travelers continues to grow faster than options
offered by other modes of travel, creating a powerful dynamic to expand market share. While bus
service grew, Amtrak train-miles held constant, and the number of airline flights diminished by 3.5%.
The increasing number of schedules made available to travelers is spurring a growing ridership on
intercity buses. As previously noted, the number of bus operations (schedules) expanded 2.1% in 2014.
The number of Amtrak train operations, measured in train-miles, grew by just 0.6%, between October
2014, the most recent month available, and the same month in 2013. The number of domestic airline
flights fell by 3.5% over the first nine months of calendar year—the most recent data available (Figure
3). Although the number of airline seat miles rose by 1.2%, reflecting moves by airlines to fly
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Figure 3
Change in Daily Schedules Operated
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B. New Amenities & Luxury Offerings
This year brought a flurry of initiatives to introduce new amenities appealing to business travelers and
luxury-oriented pleasure travelers.
1) New Red Coach, Royal Sprinter, and Vonlane service, in addition to reserved seating on Megabus,
point to an accelerating trend to make amenities focal points of bus-industry investment.
The industry is placing a great deal of emphasis on enhancing onboard services. As reported by Amy
Zipkin of the New York Times, new amenities and first-class offerings are attracting more and more
business travelers to the bus.6 This trend is also attributable to a perceived decline in the air travel
experience for many riders. Several developments made 2014 a defining year for amenities:
VONLANE:
A new operator, Vonlane, launched a first-class ground travel alternative to flying between Austin and
Dallas, TX and announced expansion to Houston. Compared to traditional operators servicing the same
route, Vonlane features only 16 seats, Wi-Fi and outlets, and an on-board attendant serving snacks and
drinks. This service targets the cohort of business travelers commuting between the two cities each day
that currently either drives or flies on airlines such as Southwest. The custom-built coaches also feature
a private six-seat boardroom with a table in the back. Instead of operating from bus terminals or
downtown curbside locations, Vonlane partners with hotels in each metropolitan area and operates up
to four trips in each direction, depending on the day of the week.
Vonlane charges around $100 per one-way trip and recently announced its Dallas - Houston service
starting this March. Indicative of the carrier’s desire to win the loyalties of travelers who would
otherwise fly, or are willing to ride coaches to make connections to long-haul flights, the carrier
operates from the Hyatt Hotel at Dallas Love Field, where patrons have access to a free airport shuttle.
ROYAL SPRINTER:
Royal Sprinter began offering an intimate, luxury travel experience in the Northeast. Successful DCbased restaurateur Andy Seligman entered the crowded New York - Washington, D.C., travel corridor
with the launch of Royal Sprinter in March. The concept of a higher level of bus service is not new to the
Northeast, as the service model currently exists in several forms with LimoLiner in Boston, Vamoose
Gold in the Washington, D.C. area, and C&J and Dartmouth Coach in New England.
What differentiates Royal Sprinter is its focus on personalization, as its vehicles offer a first-class service
with only eight seats on board (using coaches somewhat smaller than is the norm) and direct service to
and from hotels in each city. The carrier features a leather seat that reclines more than the standard,
satellite TV that accesses pay movie and sports channels, as well as snacks and drinks. The company
currently operates two schedules in each direction every day.
MEGABUS:
In May, Megabus began offering reserved seats on select schedules on the New York 6

Baltimore/Washington, D.C., New York - Philadelphia, New York - Boston, and Philadelphia Baltimore/Washington, D.C. routes. The carrier expanded the program to select routes from California,
Chicago and Texas and presently offers reserved seating in 58 North American cities. A total of 10 seats
on each bus can generally be reserved ahead of time.7
This new offering allows passengers to select prime seats aboard double-decker buses for an additional
fee. Reserved seating at a table gives work-oriented passengers that travel in groups the opportunity to
conduct business meetings during their trip. The additional costs range from $1 to $9, a small fraction of
the cost of reserving prime seats on airlines that charge for this service.
REDCOACH:
Red Coach expanded its first-class offerings in Florida, with the introduction of Orlando-JacksonvilleTallahassee service. Red Coach has been a pioneer in the provision of spacious and luxury-oriented bus
services in Florida. The carrier operates three different types of buses, each specializing in a different
class of service and operating principally from Miami to major cities in central Florida. The new service,
launched in September, is aimed at business and collegiate travelers and provided with a first-class bus.
Originally located near the airport, Red Coach relocated its Jacksonville stop shortly after its launch to a
more centrally located area in the coastal city.
2) Carriers are increasingly “selling flexibility” to allow passengers to change their departure times at
only a modest expense. This is in sharp contrast to the restrictive (and costly) policies of airlines.
Bus companies have made notable advances to their websites in order to facilitate changes to
reservations. Numerous bus companies now have online tools that allow travelers to make such
changes up to 24 hours before a departure for a modest transaction fee, plus any difference in fare.
BestBus, Megabus, and Vamoose allow customers to make changes online for $10 or less. BoltBus
allows changes for a $4.50 fee (plus any difference in fare) made via phone. Greyhound and Peter Pan
allow changes for a $20 fee, if paid in cash at a bus station. Red Coach allows changes free of charge
except for of trips involving its lowest-priced nonrefundable fares.
These arrangements exemplify the trend, particularly among city-to-city express carriers, to offer
consumers greater flexibility. These policies are far more generous than those consumers face when
booking on the country’s three largest network airlines: American, Delta, and United, which each
impose a $200 fee for changes. Smaller airlines generally charge fees of $50 - $100. Southwest is an
exception by allowing changes at no cost. Even so, travelers on Southwest or other airlines making
changes within 7 days of their new desired departure time generally must buy unrestricted full-coach
fares, which are typically $100 - $250 higher than discounted advance-purchase fares. This makes
changes a few days before departure quite punitive for most travelers. Amtrak’s policies are similar to
those of bus lines. In March, however, the carriers began imposing a 10% penalty on changes and
cancellations on certain fares within a day of departure.

3) This year brought large investments in travel-booking aggregator websites, most notably Wanderu
and Busbud, which encourage travelers who have been reluctant in the past to travel by bus to try the
mode. These carriers offer a convenient means of comparison shopping, allowing for searches much
in the same way that Expedia, Orbitz, and Travelocity do for air travel.
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Major expansions to both websites lay the groundwork for further enhancements in 2015, as they
continue to help expand the market by giving travelers options they do not have on the sites of
individual carriers or other travel tools. Travelers can conduct searches involving many carriers to find
their best option. Wanderu reports the majority of its consumer search for departure/arrival times more
than any other methods. Many of their consumers, however, search for amenities, with Wi-Fi being the
most popular filter, followed by power outlets, and extra legroom.
WANDERU:
The first to develop a truly comprehensive bus-travel website, Wanderu has expanded its coverage to
over 80% of the U.S. Wanderu now has partnerships with major brands including BoltBus, Megabus, and
Greyhound, with the latter announcing a partnership with the company in March. Under an initial
agreement, Wanderu will feature select city pairs within Greyhound’s national network. This partnership
provides greater access to travelers to find the best option for their travel needs by comparing other
carriers to Greyhound and Greyhound Express services.
Wanderu offers passengers schedule choices that involve routings on several carriers and thus
generates travel options that do not exist on individual-carrier websites. According to the company,
around 9% of tickets sold are part of a “routed trip” that involves travel on more than one carrier.
Around 10% of buyers use the “station locator & point to point search” tool, which allows users to find
where the closest bus station is located—a tool particular valuable to buyers who are outside of major
cities and would normally not be able to find a trip on a carrier's website.8
Wanderu experienced exponential growth in 2014. The number of segments sold increased from
around 3,000 in 2013 to 23,000 last year, with total sales now exceeding $20 million/year.9 The website
has served more than 4 million visitors since its creation several years ago.
BUSBUD:
In December, Busbud jumped into the U.S. market by announcing its own formal partnership with
Greyhound allowing consumers to search and book tickets on their site and mobile apps. Busbud is the
only bus-travel-booking website to operate on a worldwide scale, offering more than one million
departures each week across around 1,500 bus operators in 89 countries. Busbud is standardizing both
the data behind and the user experience of buying bus tickets online. The site displays bus travel
information in 11 languages and 21 currencies, attracting international users and global travelers.
GREYHOUND & BOLTBUS:
This year also brought mobile ticketing for Greyhound with the release of apps for both BoltBus and
Greyhound Lines, Inc. These new tools, available on both Apple and Android platforms, allow
passengers to search for and reserve tickets. They also provide an easier way for passengers to check
their status in the rewards programs of both companies. BoltBus released its app in March 2014, while
Greyhound released its version in October 2014.10
Megabus.com has offered a mobile ticket sales service on Apple and Android handheld devices since
8

July 2008.

C. Notable New Intercity Bus Services & Expansions
Carriers made many notable moves in 2014 to strengthen their route networks and improve the quality
of service to underserved regions. In addition to luxury services summarized in the previous section, the
initiatives taken in 2014 stand out.
1) Greyhound was on the move, particularly in the Southwest.
The company added Greyhound Express service on three routes from El Paso, TX, linking this growing
city to i) Albuquerque, ii) Ft. Worth - Dallas, and iii) Phoenix - Los Angeles. To improve its service in the
border area, Greyhound launched twice-daily San Antonio - Del Rio, TX service. The company also
introduced Greyhound Express service to the busy San Francisco - Sacramento - Oakland corridor.
In the East, bi-weekly Greyhound service between Boston and Brattleboro, VT became available. A
Massachusetts program that assists regional operators funds this service. Greyhound purchased a new
motor coach for this service, which operates one scheduled service in each direction on Fridays and
Sundays. The route also operates via Nashua and Keene, NH.11
Greyhound also expanded, but then reduced, Yo! Bus, a brand marketed toward passengers who use
Chinatown-based services. Yo! Bus tickets are sold on GotoBus, an online aggregator of Chinatownbased and curbside intercity bus carriers, not on the main Greyhound site. In July, Greyhound launched
New York - Washington, D.C. service, complementing its existing Boston - Philadelphia routes. The
buses ran between a curbside location in Chinatown on Manhattan Island, but on a limited schedule,
with four schedules in each direction on Fridays and Sundays only. On December 19, however,
Greyhound not only discontinued this route, but also scaled back frequency on other routes.
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2) Megabus continues to move aggressively toward building a national network of interconnected hubs
that cater to short- and middle-distance travel segments, as well as longer-distance trips. New
overnight runs linking major hubs give it the ability to handle long-haul traffic in a manner similar to
Greyhound.
Three moves by Megabus in 2014 are particularly notable:
Expanded Florida Services: Megabus expanded its network in May with the opening of a new hub in
Orlando. The service features new Orlando - Tampa, Orlando - Miami, and Orlando - Tallahassee - New
Orleans service, as well as a direct link between Miami and Tampa. These new services complement
existing routes that operate into the Sunshine State from Atlanta, which began several years ago.
Megabus’s Florida service now operates at the daily frequencies that appear in Figure 5. The twice-daily
New Orleans service connects this network to destinations in the Gulf Coast and Texas. Megabus began
stopping in Fort Lauderdale on selected schedules in August.

Figure 5
Megabus Service to and from Florida

Typical frequency in each direction
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New long distance routes between hubs: In June, Megabus began an overnight Chicago - New York
service, the longest route by distance operated without a timed transfer. The route, which includes one
scheduled service in each direction daily, operates via State College, PA, and Cleveland and Toledo, OH.
With a single change of buses, a passenger can now travel from New York to Des Moines, Minneapolis,
and many other the points west of Chicago. Previously, these passengers had to transfer twice in order
to get to Chicago.
Megabus also began two new Atlanta - Washington, D.C., routes. The first, via Athens, GA; Columbia,
SC; Fayetteville, NC; and Richmond, VA began with daily schedules in each direction in February. In July,
another route, via Athens; Charlotte, NC; Durham, NC; and Richmond, VA commenced, effectively
combining a pair of routes that previously terminated in Charlotte. Nevertheless, tickets are not sold
from end-to-end points on these buses in order to encourage travel on a third route linking Atlanta and
the nation’s capital via Charlottesville, WV and Knoxville, TN.
The cumulative effects of Megabus’s expansion can be seen in Figure 6, which shows the dates and
approximate geographic range of its hub additions from 2006 to 2014. These hubs now make the
company’s buses a prominent part of the transportation landscape in the eastern part of the country.
In the western regions, however, it still has significant opportunities to expand into virgin territories.
Megabus will likely eye expansion to major cities in the Southwest, such as Albuquerque, Phoenix, and
Tucson, which it served briefly in 2007, and the Pacific Northwest, a BoltBus stronghold. Although
distances between major cities are much higher in the Rocky Mountain states, making its normal
business model more tenuous in this area, it appears likely that Megabus will consider at least limited
expansion into this area.
Expansion in New England: Megabus is on a steady growth trajectory in mid-sized New England
communities. The carrier launched new express services for New York City - Newport, RI and New
Bedford - Fair Haven, MA in July. These services are provided through a partnership agreement with
Dattco Coach & Tour.12 One to three schedules operate in each direction on Fridays and Sundays only,
depending on the season, primarily to transport tourists. In October, the carrier began having some of
these buses stop at Dartmouth, MA and Kingston, RI to serves students at the University of
Massachusetts and University of Rhode Island, respectively. In September, buses on the Boston Burlington, VT route began stopping in Montpelier, VT to serve students from the Vermont College of
Fine Arts and the New England Culinary Institute.
Minor Changes: After many requests from students and parents, as well as discussions with the
University of Delaware, Megabus reactivated its Newark, DE - New York City service in September, which
was discontinued several months prior, and now encompasses one to two daily trips in each direction.13
The carrier discontinued its express service from New York to the Connecticut towns of Storrs, Hartford,
and New Haven due to low ridership. Service to Hartford continues as part of the aforementioned
Burlington service (also operated by Dattco). In May, Megabus annulled its Pittsburgh, PA –Ann Arbor,
MI service, which operated via Cleveland, Toledo, and Detroit, due to low ridership. Other routes
continue to serve these cities.
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3) State governments stepped up investments in rural feeder service during 2014 to foster better
connections to the national network. Public financial support was particularly significant in New
England and the West.
Momentum for state-supported service grew in 2014. With many states eager to cater to local
communities with metropolitan areas, at least 10 routes and interline partnerships entered the mix.
While a handful of routes were developed to revive former services discontinued by Greyhound Lines,
others were introduced for the first time to communities underserved by transportation.
Moves in the Northeast
Plymouth Brockton Street Railway, a fixture on Cape Cod, launched a new twice-daily service connecting
Plymouth, MA, with Providence, RI, in July. The route is sponsored in part by a grant provided through
Massachusetts’s Bus Plus program. The service was created primarily to serve tourists traveling to the
area, particularly from New York City via Amtrak and Peter Pan Bus, as well as college students
attending institutions in the area.14
Vermont Translines, a subsidiary of Vermont-based charter carrier Premier Coach, launched two new
routes in June, one linking Burlington to Albany, NY, and another linking Rutland to White River Junction.
Operated under contract with the state of Vermont, this service was developed to provide residents
with better connections to Boston, Montreal, and New York City.15
In the Midwest, Southeast, and South Central States
Baron’s Bus launched a new service in July called I-Ride 79 that serves various communities on the I-79
Corridor between Charleston, SC and Morgantown, WV. With one daily scheduled operation in each
direction, the service connects to Greyhound service at both ends and improves mobility for students at
the University of West Virginia.16 Baron’s also added a second frequency between Chicago and
Columbus, OH, matching that provided by Miller Trailways. Both carriers operate via Ft. Wayne,
Indiana.17
Tornado Bus added a significant number of new routes, many of which are feeder lines served with vans
between smaller communities and major stations.18 Tornado, however, also added a long-distance bus
service linking Glendale, KY and Nashville, TN to its Dallas hub, and strengthened its intra-Texas service,
including the Dallas - San Antonio route, which is served using double-decker buses.
TRAX, a carrier supported by the Ark-Tex Council of Governments, started a new DeKalb - Texarkana, TX
route, which is sold on greyhound.com and offers connections with the national carrier.19
Florida Express began daily Miami - Key West, FL service, competing with Greyhound.
Expansion in the West
Elevated Transit launched a pair of routes serving Utah in August. Operating in partnership with the
Utah state government, the carrier uses the Greyhound Bus at Salt Lake City as its focal point. These
routes extend to Blandin and Richfield, UT and are served by one or two daily schedules.20
14

Road Runner Stages launched service in July with the help of Greyhound, the state of Colorado, and the
Southern Ute Community Action Program. Operating one schedule in each direction between Durango Grand Junction, CO with numerous stops, this route partially replaces service dropped by Greyhound in
2011. This route complements existing transit service and connects with the national carrier in Grand
Junction.21
Silver State Trailways, in conjunction with the State of Nevada, launched a new Reno - Las Vegas, NV
service in June. The route, which also serves Carson City and other stops, connects with Greyhound
service at both ends.22
Yuma County Area Transit and Greyhound added “regional feeder” services between Yuma and San Luis,
AZ to the growing portfolio of Greyhound Connect in June. This service is made possible through a
partnership with several government agencies.23

Looking Ahead to 2015
Scheduled motor coach operators continue to invest in broadening their appeal to a wider range of
passengers, including business travelers. Attention has shifted from the rapid expansion, which
occurred at a feverish pace between 2006 and 2012, to the more recent pattern of growing in a focused
manner, with heavy emphasis on providing new amenities and fostering better connections.
The pace in which scheduled operators enhance their services appears likely to remain brisk throughout
2015. Megabus continues to eye expansion opportunities, while its rival, BoltBus, which has been
focusing on its Northwest and West Coast service, also positions itself for growth. Expansion by BoltBus
could bring Megabus new competition, particularly in the Deep South or the Midwest—regions with a
number of densely traveled city pairs in the 150 - 300 mile range that are best-suited for city-to-city
express service at high frequencies.
Smaller carriers also appear poised to grow. Academy’s ownership of GO Buses, and its experience as
the contractual operator of BestBus services, gives it a solid platform for expansion. Tornado Bus will
most likely broaden its demographic base to gain more mainstream appeal. In the past, this carrier’s
marketing has been heavily oriented toward the Spanish-speaking population. Following the acquisition
of new double-decker buses, Tornado has muscled its way into Texas and other markets in the
Southeast previously dominated by Greyhound and Megabus.
By all indications, the trend toward more first-class services will continue. A new breed of carrier has
emerged, operating from business-oriented hotels and providing service marketed as an alternative to
short-haul air travel. Red Coach appears eager to expand outside of the markets entirely or partially
within Florida, while Vonlane is no doubt interested in expanding its brand. Carriers have a particular
incentive to bring the luxury product to California and the Midwest, where it is currently unavailable.
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Whether larger carriers will eventually offer two or three classes of service, as do many airlines, remains
to be seen, although it seems likely that Megabus will consider offering overnight sleeper service similar
to megabusGold in the United Kingdom.
The wind behind the intercity bus industry’s sails last year suggests that this mode will continue to invest
aggressively to leverage revenue opportunities, much as airlines did in the frenetic years following
airline deregulation in 1978.
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Recent Chaddick Institute Studies that
Supplement This Report
Motoring into the Mainstream: 2013 Year-in-Review: Intercity Bus Service in the United States
Last year’s update on developments in intercity bus travel. (January 2014)
Link to Reuters coverage of the study at http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/11/us-usatransportation-buses-idUSBREA4A03U20140511
Intercity Bus Data Supplement
Includes information about the Intercity Bus Data Set and previously unavailable data from
Wanderu.com. (February 2014)
The Traveler’s Tradeoff: Comparing Intercity Bus, Plane, & Train Fares across the United States
A systematic look at the fares for air, bus, and train travel in 52 markets between 100 and 500 miles.
(April 2014)
Link to USA Today coverage of this study on http://www.centralohio.com/usatoday/article/7865969
The Personal Tech Tidal Wave: The Rising Use on Intercity Bus, Planes & Trains
A review of how personal electronic devices are used on intercity services, with particularly heavy use
on buses on trains. (July 2014)
Link to USA Today coverage of this study on http://www.cnbc.com/id/101807018
Each of these reports are available as PDFs in the Research & Publications section of the Chaddick
Institute website at: las.depaul.edu/chaddick.

1

These carriers were referred to as “discount city-to-city” carriers in past reports. This category encompasses only carriers that specialize in this
type of service and does not include Greyhound or Peter Pan Express, which offer similar competing services.
2 Bus companies, including city-to-city express carriers, often operate more than one bus at a designated departure time to meet the demand.
The methods used in this study to estimate the amount of service provided are not able to capture the effects of this practice.
3 See http://us.megabus.com/MegabuscomReaches40MillionCustomers.aspx
4 Amtrak data taken from October 2014 Performance Report, available at http://www.amtrak.com/ccurl/693/824/Amtrak-MonthlyPerformance-Report-October-2014.pdf. Airline data available from Bureau of Transportation Statistics (USDOT) website,
http://www.rita.dot.gov/bts/acts/. Use the customize table feature to obtain January – September data, the most recent available at the time
of this report.
5 Amtrak ridership growth taken from “Amtrak Ridership and Revenues Continue Strong Growth in FY 2014,” dated October 27, 2014, available
at http://www.amtrak.com/ccurl/238/481/Amtrak-FY2014-Ridership-and-Revenue-ATK-14-096%20.pdf. See Endnote 4 for information on air
travel data sources.
6
Amy Zipkin, “See Harried Travelers Take the Bus,” New York Times, August 25, 2014 at http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/26/business/forharried-travelers-the-coach-awaits.html
7 Among the options available are the first row of seats on the upper level of the coach and select seats with a table on the lower level.
See http://us.megabus.com/Megabuscom%20expands%20reserved%20seating%20to%20additional%20cities%20in%20USA.aspx.
8
This information was provided to the Chaddick Institute by Polina Raygorodskaya, CEO of Wanderu, in January 2015. The authors of the report
are grateful for the data assistance Wanderu provided.
9 These estimates are based on information provided by Wanderu and cover the period from approximately January 5, 2014 to January 5, 2015
The estimates of the number of legs (segments) sold refer only to “single-legged” and do not include legs sold as part of routed trips, which
account for a great deal more legs.
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10

See especially http://www.marketwatch.com/story/boltbus-app-now-available-for-smart-phone-users-2014-05-06 and
https://www.greyhound.com/en/newsroom/viewrelease.aspx?id=582&year=2014
11 See http://www.commonsnews.org/site/site05/story.php?articleno=9539&page=1#.VIZRmck4KXg
12 See http://www.montpelierbridge.com/2014/10/heard-on-the-street-16/
13 After discontinuing its express service between New York City and Newark, DE, citing low ridership, megabus.com continued to serve Newark,
DE, home to the University of Delaware, through its Philadelphia - Newark - Baltimore - Washington, D.C. - Richmond - Hampton, VA route.
14 See http://blog.mass.gov/transportation/uncategorized/bus-plus-new-regional-services/ and
http://www.patriotledger.com/article/20140714/News/307159997/?Start=2
15
There are two routes that operate via prominent travel corridors in the state: Route 7: Colchester, Burlington, S. Burlington, Middlebury,
Rutland, Wallingford, Manchester, Bennington, and Albany; and Route 4: Rutland, Mendon, Sherburne, Killington, Bridgewater, Woodstock,
Quechee, White River Junction, Hanover, and Lebanon. The two routes connect in Rutland, VT and operate one single round trip in both
directions each day. See http://www.rutlandherald.com/article/20131115/THISJUSTIN/131119978 and
https://www.vttranslines.com/content/schedules/schedules.asp
16 See http://www.transportation.wv.gov/communications/PressRelease/Pages/%E2%80%9CI-RIDE-79%E2%80%9D-Offers-Bus-Service-.aspx
17 For a summary of Baron’s Bus and Miller Transportation service changes, see the American intercity Bus Riders Association Summary,
available at http://www.kfhgroup.com/aibra/pdf/UPDATES35.pdf. See, also, Northwest Indiana Times, available at
http://www.nwitimes.com/business/local/intercity-bus-service-returning-to-laporte/article_ff5f87ce-32d9-59e6-a875-40a6677d10b6.html
18 For a summary of some of the most notable stations, see the American intercity Bus Riders Association Summary, available at
http://www.kfhgroup.com/aibra/pdf/UPDATES45.pdf.
19 For details, see the American intercity Bus Riders Association Summary, available at http://www.kfhgroup.com/aibra/pdf/UPDATES40.pdf.
20
One route links the Utah communities of Richfield, Salina, Centerfield, Gunnison, Manti, Ephraim, Fairview, Mount Pleasant, Moroni, Nephi,
Provo, and Salt Lake City, with one schedule each direction every day. An additional schedule operates in each direction Thursday – Monday
between Blanding, Monticello, Moab, Green River, Price, Spanish Fork, Provo, and Salt Lake City.
See http://www.moabtimes.com/view/full_story/25609925/article-Elevated-Transit-plans-to-begin-bus-service-this-week
21
The company operating one schedule in each direction every day. This route partially replaces service dropped by Greyhound Lines, Inc in
2011. Intermediate sites include Mancos, Cortez, Dolores, Rico, Telluride, Placerville, Ridgway, Montrose, and Delta.
See http://www.durangoherald.com/article/20140723/NEWS01/140729839/Road-Runner-off-and-running-to-Grand-Junction22 Operating one trip in each direction every day, the route serves North Las Vegas, Las Vegas, Pahrump, Beatty, Tonopah, Hawthorne, Fallon,
Carson City, Sparks, Reno, and Doyle, CA. See http://pvtimes.com/news/silver-state-mainline-connects-pahrump-statewide-destinations.html
23 This feeder service, which operates locally as Yellow Route 95, serves several intermediary locations, including San Luis, Gadsden, Somerton,
Cocopah Casino, West Yuma Transfer Hub, Downtown Yuma Transit Center, and the Yuma Greyhound bus stop. The service operates once per
hour on Monday - Saturday at various times throughout the day.
See https://www.greyhound.com/en/newsroom/viewrelease.aspx?id=565&year=2014
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